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ABSTRACT

Spanish utterances showing accentual focus on the verb,
predicate, and object constituents consistently show that the
focused accent is downstepped with respect to the accent to its
left. As shown in García-Lecumberri, Cabrera-Abreu and
Maidment [1] (henceforth García-Lecumberri et al.) in their
description of utterances showing focus on the verb, a
satisfactory account of such utterances in terms of Pierrehumbert
[2] remains unclear, the major reason being that the
distributional conditions of pitch accents imposed in
Pierrehumbert's model for the account of downstep are not met.

Following Cabrera-Abreu [3], in which the observed
downstep in verb focus utterances is analysed as the presence of
a toneless empty nucleus in phonological representation, in this
paper, we propose to analyse predicate focus and object focus
Spanish utterances in the same fashion.  Thus, the prediction is
made that a toneless empty nucleus together with an intonation
group edge are responsible for the manifestation of focal
domains in phonological structure

By contrast, the main characteristic of English utterances is
that they tend to show a single intonation group in their
phonological structure, and downstep is not neccessarily a mark
of focus.

1. INTRODUCTION
The data described below all contain instances of the
phenomenon known as downstep. These data are analysed
briefly within the framework proposed in [2]. Here the downstep
phenomenon is accounted for by a bitonal pitch accent which
acts as the trigger for the pitch lowering of a bitonal or
monotonal target accent to its right.

We present an alternative analysis, for which we follow the
framework introduced in [4]. Intonation patterns are described in
terms of a single tone, T(one), which can only be associated to
the boundaries of constituents such as the onset, the nucleus or
the intonation-group. These items — boundaries on the one
hand, and constituents on the other — participate in licensing
relations, which abide by licensing principles (Harris [6]). That
is to say, each one of these units must be licensed by another
unit in the well-formed phonological representation. For
instance, an onset must be licensed by a nucleus; a constituent
boundary must be licensed by another boundary. Tones receive
phonetic interpretation as relatively high pitch only if they are
associated to boundaries which are properly licensed.

Another characteristic of this model is that some nuclei in
phonological representation can remain empty, and
consequently, their boundaries cannot bear T. The relevance of
this idea for the present paper lies in the fact that [4] treats
empty nuclei as the factor responsible for the phenomenon of
downstep. The reasoning behind this thinking is the following:
in order for the interpretation of Ts to be scaled down, they must
be preceded by an item which pulls them towards the baseline of
the pitch range. There is no better candidate to perform this task
than the toneless boundaries to which we are referring here,
since they are always understood as being mapped on to the
acoustic signal as relatively low pitch.

2.METHOD
Utterances were designed so that they contained one stressable
syllable per constituent. They were elicited as answers to wh-
questions or contrastive questions. Informants were two female
speakers, one with a Mainland-Northern Castillian Spanish
accent, and the other with an RP-English accent.

3. DESCRIPTION
3.1. Introduction
All the Spanish utterances we shall analyse show a similar
intonation contour in the pre-focal material.  In the case of focus
placed on the verb, and on the predicate, the pre-focal items
show a rising movement.  In the case of focus placed on the
object, this rising movement is also present, the only difference
being that, if there is more than one pre-focal lexical item, each
one may show a rising movement, rather than all being part of a
single rising movement — which would be another possibility.
Here, we analyse the former, since it is present in our data.

In relation to the focal material, although it shows a
descending pitch movement, the actual manifestation of the peak
depends of the items which are focused.  Thus, the peak can
occur earlier or later in the F0 contour.

A preliminary study of all the English utterances shows a
falling pitch movement on the last lexical word in the focused
material. Pre-focal material may be de-accented and remain on a
low pitch, or it may show pitch accents, in which case a
relatively high and stable pitch configuration would be the least
marked pitch treatment1.

3.2. Spanish verb focus utterances2

Figure 1 in the appendix shows the F0 contour over the Spanish
utterance el PERro laMÍA la correa (‘The dog licked the lead’).
(We use the convention of showing focused items as underlined,
and accented items in uppercase). As can be seen, first, the F0
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contour rises over el PERro, and then there is a drop in pitch
over the syllable la-. After that, the pitch rises again, but this
time, the peak is not as high as in the case of -ro. This peak
corresponds to -MÍA, and it is followed by a sharp fall in pitch
over la correa.

3.3. Spanish predicate focus utterances
Predicate focus utterances are of the type illustrated in figure 2
in the appendix over the utterance el encarGAdo enviAba los
sueldos (‘The manager sent the wages’).  At the beginning, the
F0 contour is relatively low over el encarGA-, and then there is
a rising movement over -GA-. The highest point is reached in -
do. There is now a slight drop in pitch over envi-, which is
followed by another rise.  The second peak, which is slightly
lower than the first, corresponds to the syllable -A- of enviAba.
After that, pitch drops gradually upto -ba, and finally, it shows
another gentle gradient over los sueldos.

3.4. Spanish object focus utterances
In figure 3 in the appendix we illustrate the same utterance as
before, but focus has been placed on the object, thus, el
encarGAdo enviAba los SUELdos. The intonation contour is
rather similar to that of the preceding focus structure over el
encarGAdo. However, the scenario changes over the remaining
syllables.  There is a peak correponding to the syllables -do and
en-.  This is followed by a slight drop and short plateau over -
viA-.  Then,  there is another rise to -ba.  The F0 contour to los
SUELdos looks as follows: pitch falls over los, and there is
another rising movement over SUEL-.  Finally, pitch falls
gradually to -dos. All in all, this contour shows three peaks, the
third being the lowest.

4. DATA ANALYSIS
4.1. Pierrehumbert [2]
The analysis proposed initially in [1] for the utterance in figure
1 is the following sequence of tones: L*+H  H- H%   L+H*  L-
L%3.  However, later, the authors are forced to reject this
account on the grounds that other data showing the same type of
phenomenon cannot be analysed in terms of the same sequence
of pitch accents. Consequently, such an analysis prevents them
from drawing any generalisations. In addition, they point out
that the target (L+H*) and the trigger (L*+H) of downstep are
not adjacent in the linear sequence of pitch accents.  Instead,
there is an intervening H- and H%.  For these two reasons, the
above phonological description fails to account for the
manifestation of downstep.

4.2. Cabrera-Abreu [4]
4.2.1. Spanish verb focus utterances
The phonological structure proposed by [3] for the utterance in
figure 1 is the following:

           T                   T
            |                    |
[   [ O  ]               [  N ]    ]        [     [ N  ]                  ]
        |        |           |
el  PERro       @   la    MÍA la correa  

Figure 4.

The structure shown above shows two intonation groups, el
PERro @ 4 and  laMÍA la correa. The first one is a well formed
sequence of an onset licensed by a nucleus (shown by means of
the arrow), and el is regarded as an anacrusis sanctioned by the
leftmost intonation group boundary. T associated to rightmost
boundary of the onset accounts for the rising movement
described earlier. The empty nucleus is responsible for
downstep. T associated to the leftmost boundary of the second
nucleus accounts for the observed peak over MÍA. The
remaining toneless boundaries account for the falling movement
up to the end of the utterance.

4.2.2. Spanish predicate focus utterances
Figure 5 illustrates the phonological representation for the
utterance in figure 2.

              T                   T
               |                      |
[    [ O  ]               [  N ]    ]        [       [ N  ]                      ]
             |          |         |
el  encarGAdo          @  enviAba los sueldos  

Figure 5.

As seen above, the structure which accounts for utterances with
focus on the predicate is no different from that proposed in
figure 4 for verb focus utterances. This would justify the
difficulty encountered by García-Lecumberri and Cabrera-Abreu
in [5] in the identification of a factor that would establish a
contrast between these two types of utterances. Until further
research is carried out it seems better at this stage to propose
that they have the same phonological representations for these
utterances.

4.2.3. Spanish object focus utterances
The phonological structure which accounts for the F0 contour
shown in figure 3 is illustrated in figure 6.

            T                       T                     T
             |                          |                               |
[   [ O ]          [  N ]    ]    [   [ O ]         [  N ]     ]     [    [  N  ]   ]

   |          |     |           |           |
el  encarGAdo         @          enviAba           @            los SUELdos  

Figure 6.

As far as the phonological structure for the first intonation group
is concerned, this remains the same as before. However, there
are a few differences with respect to the representation in figure
5. For instance, note that enviAba and los SUELdos stand in
independent intonation groups. In addition, enviAba is no longer
licensed by a nucleus, but rather, by an onset, which is itself
licensed by the empty nucleus to its right. Furthermore, los
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SUELdos stand as another intonation group, and SUELdos is
licensed by a nucleus.

4.3.4. English utterances
The following account contemplates one of the various pitch
treatments which are possible in each of the information
structures under study.

Verb focus  utterances are accounted for by the following
phonological structure:

        T    T               T
         |      |                |
[       [ O  ]               [  N ]                  ]
            |            |
the  MANager        SENT  the wages  

Figure 7.

SENT is licensed by a nucleus.  Such a nucleus acts also as the
licensor of the onset to its left, which itself licenses MAN-. T
associated to both boundaries of the onset accounts for the initial
relatively high and sustained pitch. T associated to the left
boundary of the nucleus together with its toneless rightmost
boundary account for the falling pitch movement.

Figure 8 below illustrates predicate focus utterances.
Notice that, tone association is the same as in figure 7.
However, the structure differs from the preceding one only in
the fact that the onset licenses SENT, and the nucleus licenses
WAGES.

                T    T               T
                 |      |                |
[                [ O  ]              [  N ]       ]
                   |            |
the  manager  SENT  the    WAGES  

Figure 8.

Finally, figure 9 illustrates the phonological representation for
object focus utterances.

        T
 |

[              [ N ]        ]
                            |
the  manager  sent  the WAGES  

Figure 9.

In this structure, WAGES is licensed by a nucleus. T associated
to its leftmost boundary accounts for the falling movement over
WAGES.

5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
1. The phonological nature of downstep is unrelated to pitch

accent structure, as is proposed in [2]. Instead, it is related

to the presence of empty nuclei in phonological
representation.

2. We have presented a unified account of Spanish utterances
showing focus: the head in the focus domain (i.e. the
accented syllable) is always licensed by a nucleus.

3. Thus, the focal material is characterised by the following:
i) its head is licensed by a nucleus;
ii)  the nucleus stands in an intonation group

independent from pre-focal material;
iii)  the intonation group containing the focal material

is preceded by an empty nucleus;
4. Further research on predicate and verb focus Spanish

utterances should be carried out either to confirm or to
reject the following:
(i) predicate utterances may show an accent in the

object constituent. In this case, they may still be
distinct from object focus utterances;

(ii)  the difference in the interpretation of the falling
movement in utterances showing focus in the
predicate or the verb (gradient fall over the verb
in the predicate focus, and sharp fall over the
verb in the verb focus) is not encoded in
phonological representation. Theoretically, they
are encoded similarly. This may account for the
difficulty pointed out in [5] as far as their
ambiguity is concerned.

5. The manifestation of focus in English utterances differs
from that of Spanish on two grounds:

(i) they tend to show a single intonation group;
(ii)  the focused material is not neccessarily affected

by downstep.
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NOTES

                                               
1Readers interested in a detailed description of these type of utterances is
referred to [7] and references therein.
2See [5] for a detailed description of the contours included in this paper.
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3See [1] for a detailed analysis of this contour in terms of [2].
4@ is an informal device used in [4] to show an empty nucleus.

APPENDIX

Figure 1. el PERro laMÍA la correa

Figure 2. utterance el encarGAdo enviAba los sueldos

                                                                 

Figure 3.  el encarGAdo enviAba los SUELdos
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